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Is Critical Race Theory breaking
America? | Rajiv Malhotra & Peter
Boghossian

Peter Boghossian and Rajiv Malhotra
discuss how Literary Theory is hindering
critical thinking in Liberal Arts education in
America. For decades, a cartel of academic
ideologues have produced pseudointellectual theories which have been
exported from the U.S. to India where it
has infiltrated politics and media. Will
Breaking India Forces be replicated in the
USA as Breaking America Forces? Video.

technology and spirituality with various
faith leaders. He discusses with respect to
the ethics of artificial intelligence, four
reasons for concern. He explains the
negative implications of AI for the training
of attention (which is necessary for any
kind of meditation), the loss of sensitivity
to one’s surroundings that modern
technology brings (thus reducing the scope
for compassion or any altruistic activity),
the scuttling of the senses by these
technologies to keep them perpetually
engaged in sensual gratification thus
making people incapable of devotional
activity, and the redefinition of the self as
a sum-of-the-parts materiality (opposite to
the Vedantic perception of a higher self
beyond the body and mind). Video.

What you can do to Expose Breaking
India forces! QnA with Rahul Roushan

Artificial Intelligence Hijacking Your
Spirituality | Swami Sarvapriyananda

Swami Sarvapriyananda presents Rajiv
Malhotra’s book Artificial Intelligence and
the Future of Power at a major conference
sponsored by the United Nations on

Rajiv Malhotra briefly introduces the topics
of atrocity literature, critical race theory, as
well as other theories being incubated in
liberal arts sections of the American
academy. Rahul Roshan, CEO of OpIndia
joins thereafter to ask some questions.
There is some interesting conversation
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about the strategic imperatives for Hindus
at this juncture. Video.
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Stipends for top scholars
Book printing
Research Assistants for new books
Conferences with high impact
Video production for the mainstream
Translations/transcriptions of our
articles & videos into Indian languages
7. Hindi dubbing of videos
8. General
fund
for
institutional
expenses.

To donate, please visit:
https://infinityfoundation.com/donate/
You may contact us in any one of the
following ways:
Twitter: @infinitymessage
Facebook: RajivMalhotra.Official
Egroup: infinityfoundationsatsang
Email: Infinity.Foundation.India@gmail.com
Instagram: @InfinityFoundation.Official

You will be among the first to know about
new uploads, the completion of new
regional language subtitles and stay
connected with all the other important
work that Infinity Foundation is doing!

